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Introduction
A nation's financial system depends on how active the securities market is. In many developing countries efficient mobilization of funds is made possible due to smooth functioning of the securities market. In our country, capital market is taking sweeping reforms with the passing of new laws and financial ordinance act in addition to the enactment of securities transaction Act. As such, securities market implies to the network of borrows and lenders of funds within the economy. The general market is a place in which borrows and lenders are brought together. It is a mechanism for channeling saving to ultimate invertors in real assets. It creates opportunities to exchange financial assets (Shrestha, Poudel & Bhandari, 2003) . This market may or may not have a precise physical location. At present market, brokers are performing the capital market function through execution of order placed by investors.
The major activity in financial market is the exchange of one financial assets or instrument with another. This is done with the help of market players called financial intermediaries. The major participants of financial market are savers (investors) and borrowers of funds. Directly or indirectly most individuals, business and institutions are involved in the borrowing and lending of funds. They are involved in the purchase and sales securities in the financial market and are supported by mediators and facilitators. Individuals' corporate bodies, non-profit making organization and government are the participants in these transactions of buying and selling of financial assets. Financial securities exist in an economy when the savings perform different functions from that of investment. Suppose saving and investment are equal, there would be no lending, borrowing and financial market. However, in real life situation, it is not possible. Some individuals and firms having saving less than their need for investment in real assets demand funds to meet their deficit from the financial market.
The role of financial markets and financial intuitions lie in channeling funds from the saving to users. Financial institutions like commercial banks, insurance companies, finance companies and other surplus units and purchase securities of deficit units. Thus, these institutions provide very important intermediary service by matching the demand for and supply of funds between savers and users (Chauhan, 2014) . Various procedures have to be considered in trading of securities in secondary market. A first step for initial investors to invest in any securities is usually the selection of the best security. Investors have to consider various factors before selecting securities for investment. The mechanisms rely on the mechanics in securities and convey the following of step by step procedures of exchange to guide the investors in making wise investment decision by diverting funds in securities of worthwhile investment merits.
After selecting security, the most crucial stage for investors is the selection of broker. There are numbers of brokers available in the market but the investors have to choose them after memorizing the facts such as commission type of order placed, there-of executing the trade method for paying for the transaction (Abraham & Alsakarn, 2002) .
In Nepal, trading in exchanges take place either on the basis of the auction system on a trading floor or broker dealer market. The NEPSE has adopted an auction system of trading securities. It means transactions of securities are conducted on the open auction principle on the trading floor. The bid and offer prices, match contracts between the buying and selling with the lowest offer, will post the price and code number on the selling brokers or between the brokers and dealers, which are concluded on the floor. Nepal stock exchange introduced autonomy in stock exchange floor, at present most of the brokers conduct securities transaction from their own office through computerized trading system.
Securities market turnover is one of the important functions of stock market. Overall stock market performance evaluates the stock turnover and covers the different features of listed companies of securities in exchange market. In Nepal, different functional area like Banks, Insurance Companies, Finance companies, manufacturing and processing, Hotel, Trading, Hydropower, Others, Mutual funds, Preferred stock, Promoter shares are listed and conducted in stock exchange market. Now days, Nepalese stock market has entered into the new horizon. Its size and market capitalization are growing day by day. New by laws are being established to control stock market price fluctuation, yet the share prices are increased without the increment on such factors. Therefore, there is still lack of appropriate researches to find out the securities turnover in Nepal stock exchange related to banking, insurance, hydropower, finance companies, manufacturing and processing, hotel, trading, others, mutual funds, preferred stock and promoters shares. This research has tried to explore the possible factors, which affect the turnover of shares units and value in the stock market. This study also tries to compare different year's comparative market existence with the help of three years' published data. It is fruitful to the government, Nepal stock exchange Ltd. and forthcoming researchers.
Problems and Objectives
The study aims to know, what is the coverage turnover of listed companies in the market's economy? It also aims to explore the securities market turnover in Nepal and tries to examine the market turnover of share units, values and coverage percentage of stocks in stock exchange market.
Data and Methods
The study employs secondary data. Secondary data were collected from the share units, share of value and percentage of share value) are taken from the annual reports and tabulated for efficient use. Data analysis is the process of bringing order, structure and meaning to the mass of information collected method is needed for the type of data. So the descriptive research design has been adopted for this purpose here. The study undertake share value and units turnover in stock exchange market.
Discussion and Analysis
Securities market turnover is one of the major phenomena of stock market. It always depends upon the number of transaction of shares, their turnover value and coverage of total market segment. So, the information assumed for this study analyzes the comparative three years average weight of listed companies and comparative study of different companies. The table below is related to stock market present the turnover of shares units and their value in stock market. In the 
